Premium Analytical
American Law Reports
Leading cases from all American jurisdictions are reported in full and followed by thousands of
annotations. These summarize and analyze all pertinent decisions on particular legal practice issues
and points of law, while leading you directly to on-point case law. Each annotation contains analyses
of pertinent case law principles and factual circumstances, along with proper case citations; useful
finding aids, such as Tables of Authorities Cited and an Article Index; integrated supplement material;
links providing direct connections to related ALR® annotations; and links to other relevant, practical
information available within the West Group legal research library system.

American Jurisprudence
American Jurisprudence is an encyclopedic overview of over 430 topics; American Jurisprudence Legal
Forms, for legal and business transactions; American Jurisprudence Proof of Facts, containing articles
by experts well-known in their legal, medical and scientific/technical fields, to help you develop
winning case foundations and presentations; and American Jurisprudence Trials, containing articles
showcasing successful techniques and strategies.

Causes of Action
Causes of Action is an extensive reference collection that provides articles and case studies focusing on
different types of actions, including personal injury, products liability, employment, insurance,
business, and many others.
Each article or case study identifies the various elements of each case, educating you on the litigation
issues by offering a substantive law overview. To aid in research, the publication lists each article's
coverage and includes an index of key terms and phrases. Readers will also benefit from detailed
research and procedure guidelines, as well as a damages awards survey, helping you value cases from
various jurisdictions.

Corpus Juris Secundum
Cited and quoted as authority in courtrooms across the country, C.J.S., a national legal encyclopedia,
covers state and federal legal topics from A to Z. General rules of law are summarized in blackletter
law headings and expanded upon in the text. The book also provides the limitations and exceptions to
the rules where appropriate. Since the citations and the supporting cases involve both state and
federal courts, the user gets a full perspective of the law in a local jurisdiction as well as across the
country.

Restatements
Restatements (2d, and 3d) and Principles of the Law, with Appendices is part of the current
Restatements of the Law and Principles of the Law series from the American Law Institute. In each
restatement, the authors, who are noted scholars in their fields, state what they believe to be the
consensus of American courts on particular points of law. Restatement topics are supplemented by
annotations gathered in appendix volumes within the set. While restatements state the law as it is,
principles examine and analyze legal areas thought to need reform, expressing the law as it should be.
Restatements and principles provide authoritative sources of authority supporting a client's position.

Wrights and Miller Federal Practice and Procedure
Comprehensive and authoritative coverage of all aspects of federal civil, criminal and appellate
procedure, including rules of civil, criminal, and appellate procedure, rules of evidence, the federal
judicial system, jurisdiction of all federal courts, venue, removal of cases, res judicata, relation of state
and federal courts, multidistrict litigation, and more. Provides extensive analysis of each rule as
interpreted and applied by the federal courts and affected by related statutes and rules. Includes
official forms adopted with the rules. Contains numerous tables and couples key words, ideas, and
legal concepts to index and cited decisions, statutes, and other relevant materials.

West Federal Forms
This companion set to Federal Practice and Procedure provides extensive federal procedural forms,
with commentary, arranged by type of proceeding and the particular court to which they pertain. For
use in handling civil and criminal cases in the various federal courts, these forms cover U.S. Supreme
Court, Court of Appeals, and Civil and Criminal District Courts; addressing bankruptcy and admiralty
proceedings in separate units. Delivers an accurate, reliable drafting framework, including forms
developed by the Administrative Office of the United States Courts, bankruptcy court judges, clerks,
and United States trustees. Includes detailed index, and tables of statutes and court rules.

Federal Jury Instructions
Considered the bible on federal jury practice, Federal Jury Practice and Instructions is composed of
volumes that are organized to follow the course of a federal trial. This set provides trial judges and trial
lawyers with more than 1,870 model jury instructions for virtually every type of civil and criminal case,
plus:
• Succinct, practical advice to successfully handle any jury issue likely to arise
• Detailed information on federal jury practice and instructions
• Step-by-step guidance through every phase of a civil or criminal federal jury trial
• Exhaustive case authority on all issues covered

ALI Principles of the Law
The American Law Institute’s Principles of the Law are primarily addressed to legislatures,
administrative agencies, or private actors. They can, however, be addressed to courts when an area is
so new that there is little established law.

